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   AT CHILL IN THE AIR AT NOVEMBER’S NIGHT LAUNCH
As reported by Duane Lanterman

There was anticipation in the air as our club had not gathered for a launch since the heat of an August
morning in Hutch and the wide open spaces of FFFF in late August near Ellinwood.  Septembers launches
feel victim partly to weather and perhaps more so to members having other commitments on those
weekends. This years Nightflight experienced very calm winds all afternoon and into the early evening.
That was a good thing as the temperature when we began at 2pm was 42 and sunny and 38 and  dark as
we finished. Long time KOSMO member Rick Calvert was present with his son RJ and even though they

didn’t fly it was good to see them out on the field again. The flying was mainly done by 3 members,
Jeremy Lepel, Duane Lanterman, and Steve Saner. Zac Twigg joined in with a night launch. Steve Hamous
was also on the property and gave us all a chance to admire his newly purchased Estes Falcon 9.  The case
it comes in  is almost worthy of display itself. We all struggled with the $150 retail price of the model
however. It was a fun gathering and as we prepped rockets there was lots of good conversations as we
reminisced about a wide variety of subjects. 



Nightflight continued -

*********************************************************************************

CELEBRATING APOLLO 17 – “FIRST STEPS, LAST STEPS”
Shortly after we completed our November launch. our club received an email from Dave Kovar
of  the St. Louis Association of Rocketry (SLRA) asking if we would be interested in combining
our efforts  with a major event being held at the Cosmosphere in Hutchinson Ks The event would
commemorate  Apollo  17  with  key  players  from that  launch  in  attendance.  The  majority  of
members  responded in the  affirmative  and pieces  started falling  into  place.  The staff  at  the
Cosmosphere were very positive about our involvement in the event  giving us a place to display
our model rockets, allowing us to place a sandwich board at the entrance to the museum detailing
our launch Saturday evening, and including our event with their  online promotions. Dave would
be bringing his Apollo era launch pad (which includes a working and motorized elevator, white
room, and service arms) as well  as functioning motors in the flame trench that fire prior to
ignition of the Saturn V. Off that pad would be Dave’s Skylab Saturn V and an Apollo 17 Saturn
V (on loan from Vern Richardson of FLARE) reenactment complete with audio from the actual
launch.
Friday of the event the days weather was warm, mid-70’s, with winds gusting to 45. It was a good
day to have our display inside,  right next to the Cosmo Cafe.  We had a steady flow of very
interested and very interesting onlookers.  The conversations wreaked with space enthusiasm.
Also stopping by to visit were the last man on the moon, “Jack” Schmitt and his wife Teresa
Fitzgibbon, Charlie Duke Apollo 16 LEM pilot, and Milt Windler who was flight director during
the Apollo program. Wow!

A brisk day but light winds made for a 
great day of flying.   An interesting comparison of the 

Falcon 9 sold by SpaceX and the 
offering from Estes.

 Jeremy's EPM -010 is always fun to 
see up close and flying high.



“First Steps, Last Steps” – continued

Friday evening saw 450 people 
gather at the Kansas State Fair 

Grounds “First Steps, Last Steps” Gala. There were opportunities to hear the honored guest and later 
mingle with them. John Palmer and Dave Kovar had purchased tickets to that event. John Palmer took 
the opportunity to get a photo with Alan Shepard’s daughter Laura who recently got her own ride into 
space aboard Blue Origin’s New Shepard rocket named after her father.      

                                                   

     LEFT: Dave with Apollo 16’s Charlie Duke

     RIGHT: John Palmer with Laura Shepard

KOSMO/SLRA display in the 
Cosmosphere. Bottom left: John 
Palmer (KOSMO/DAR), Dave Kovar
(SLRA), Astronaut Harrison 
Schmitt, his wife Teresa 
Fitzgibbon, and Duane Lanterman 
(KOSMO)



“First Steps, Last Steps” – continued

Saturday was a very different weather day. The 70 degree temperatures and 45 mph winds were gone, replaced with 
temperatures in mid-afternoon in the low 40’s but the winds were almost totally gone. The launch was set to begin at 
4:30 and just like clockwork cars began to pour into our field, the large parking lot of the Kansas State Fair. Even as 
temps edged into the upper 30’s about 60 spectators gathered to watch. First up was a historic NASA-themed scale 
model launch.  Various modelers from KOSMO filled the pads with rockets. Before they were launched however, DJ 
Wyant thrilled the crowd with his R/C SR-71 with a beautiful flight and landing. If you’ve ever visited the 
Cosmosphere, as you enter the front door, you are stunned by an actual SR70 filling the lobby.  That was followed in 
mostly chronological order a : V2. WAC Corporal, Juno 1, Little Joe I, Mercury Redstone, Mercury Atlas, Little Joe 
II, Gemini Titan, Saturn 1B, Saturn V, New Shepard, and finally the SLS. Thanks to KOSMO members Steve 
Hamous, Duane Lanterman, John Palmer, Jeremy Lepel, DJ Wyant, and Bill Lindsay for providing those models. As 
dusk neared. Dave Kovar prepared his scale Saturn Skylab model on the large scale launching pad and after a slight 
hitch ignited the model into the clear cold Kansas skies. 

Next on the agenda was a sport night launch which went very well and was definitely fun for the participants and the 
crowd on hand. As darkness closed in Dave began preparations for the Apollo 17 reenactment from the scale pad. The 
actual countdown recording was played over the speakers in the field and as the smoke generating motors began to 
throw flames down the trench there was an anomaly with the motors ejecting from the pad. Undaunted, Dave replayed
the audio over the speakers and to the cheering of the spectators the Saturn V roared off the pad gently landed on the 
calm seas of the parking lot. (ok, it was grass but for effect lets just say the ocean.) Steve Kristal, NAR VP, was on 
hand and commented on Facebook, “ Just an amazing scale launch for lots of non-model rocketeers, put on by 
members of KOSMO and the SLRA. Then they followed that with a spectacular night launch. Kudos gentlemen! You 
made the NAR look wonderful.”

And just like that two hours had gone by and members began tearing down the pads and all the associated hardware. 
We  want to thank Zac Twigg for providing an excellent sound system and some needed lighting for the launch and to 
Dustin Wyant for his help setting up and tearing down. It was definitely one of the most memorable weekends in 
KOSMO’s long history.

Some of the historic NASA scale models ready for their countdown.

Preparing to launch some of the night rockets.



“First Steps, Last Steps” – continued

LEFT: Dave Kovar’s Saturn V Skylab edges closer to main engine ignition.                                    RIGHT: Main engine ignition !
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Night launch reenactment of
the Apollo 17 launch almost 
exactly 50 years later.

Launch Crew: Duane Lanterman, John Palmer, Dave 
Kovar, Dustin Wyant, Jeremy Lepel, and Zach Twigg. 
Not pictured is Steve Hamous.



KOSMO ANNUAL MEETING

Saturday January 21 2023
Steve Hamous Residence
2615 Wilderness Court

Wichita, Ks. 

NOON UNTIL 3PM

LUNCH WILL BE SERVED AT NOON 
(If it’s not rockets, Steve’s other passion is BBQ, need we say more !)

Suggested donation for lunch is $10
Steve will graciously give lunch donations to the Wichita Area TARC team.

Partial Agenda -

Old Business
Election of Officers for 2023
Treasurer’s Report
Annual membership are due
Establish Launch Calendar for 2023
Select Events for KRAMO 43
Nominations for free Jr. NAR membership        
NAR Grant Money ideas
Show and Tell about your current projects
New ideas , suggestions and more

Rare auction items to be offered at the
meeting include these kits from the Joe
Warnock’s collection. 60% of sales goes to
Peggy his wife and 40% to our club. Shown
an Estes Saturn V No. 2001, a Maxi Brute
Honest John, a Maxi Brute V2, and two
Centuri Saturn V produced in ‘69- early
‘70’s. In addition there are dozens of Micro
Max rockets, pads and launchers, and
motors and several other unique rockets to
bid on. For members unable to attend we will try to offer shipping on the large kits 
for an additional $25 over bid. (excess refunded)

For updates on the meeting, possible weather issues and directions to Steve’s home 
check our club email list  and our Facebook page as the meeting date gets closer.


